Indoor Bible Verse Scavenger Hunt 2.0

Open your Bible to find the verse which will provide the clue. You can use this list to do a traditional scavenger hunt of collecting or observing. You could also do a photo hunt and take pictures of the items for proof of their existence. Have fun!

*Suggested Bible version: ESV.*

1. John baptized with this: *John 1:26*
2. What Joseph hid in Benjamin’s bag: *Gen. 44:2*
3. Daniel ate this instead of the king’s food: *Daniel 1:12*
4. What we call an ottoman; the Bible calls a…: *Ps. 99:5*
5. Michael hid the image under a…: *1 Sam. 19:13*
6. The setting of a word fitly spoken: *Proverbs 25:11*
7. Something the same color as the pastures here: *Psalm 23:2*
8. It may not look like an apple but it’s still…: *Jeremiah 17:10*
9. What we should keep open to the poor: *Proverbs 21:13*
10. On which David cried his eyes out: *Psalm 6:6*
11. The purest gold looks like: *Rev. 21:8*
12. The children sit like olive shoots around the…: *Ps. 128:3*
13. Wash the inside first: *Matt. 23:26*
14. Everything Joseph held in these succeeded: *Gen. 39:3*
15. In water, you can see your own…: *Proverbs 27:19*
16. If you lose this, it’s ok. Bald is beautiful: *Lev. 13:40*

Bonus: 17. A verb in this verse but a noun beside the bed: *Eph. 6:14*

Enjoy!!!
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1. John baptized with this: *John 1:26 water*
2. What Joseph hid in Benjamin’s bag: *Gen. 44:2 a silver cup*
3. Daniel ate this instead of the king’s food: *Daniel 1:12 vegetables*
4. What we call an ottoman; the Bible calls a…: *Ps. 99:5 footstool*
5. Michael hid this image under a…: *1 Sam. 19:13 clothes and goat hair*
6. The setting of a word fitly spoken: *Proverbs 25:11 silver*
7. Something the same color as the pastures here: *Psalm 23:2 green*
8. It may not look like an apple but it’s still…: *Jeremiah 17:10 fruit*
9. What we should keep open to the poor: *Proverbs 21:13 our ears*
10. On which David cried his eyes out: *Psalm 6:6 couch*
11. The purest gold looks like: *Rev. 21:8 fire and sulfur*
12. The children sit like olive shoots around the…: *Ps. 128:3 table*
13. Wash the inside first: *Matt. 23:26 the cup and the plate*
14. Everything Joseph held in these succeeded: *Gen. 39:3 his hands*
15. In water, you can see your own…: *Proverbs 27:19 reflection*
16. If you lose this, it’s ok. Bald is beautiful: *Lev. 13:40 hair*
   
   **Bonus:** 17. A verb in this verse but a noun beside the bed: *Eph. 6:14 stand*